Response surfaces are common surrogates for expensive computer simulations in engineering analysis. However, the cost of fitting an accurate response surface increases exponentially as the number of model inputs increases, which leaves response surface construction intractable for high-dimensional, nonlinear models. We describe ridge approximation for fitting response surfaces in several variables. A ridge function is constant along several directions in its domain, so fitting occurs on the coordinates of a low-dimensional subspace of the input space. We review essential theory for ridge approximation-e.g., the best mean-squared approximation and an optimal low-dimensional subspaceand we prove that the gradient-based active subspace is near-stationary for the least-squares problem that defines an optimal subspace. Motivated by the theory, we propose a computational heuristic that uses an estimated active subspace as an initial guess for a ridge approximation fitting problem. We show a simple example where the heuristic fails, which reveals a type of function for which the proposed approach is inappropriate. We then propose a simple alternating heuristic for fitting a ridge function, and we demonstrate the effectiveness of the active subspace initial guess applied to an airfoil model of drag as a function of its 18 shape parameters.
Introduction
Engineering computations often employ cheap response surfaces that mimic the input/output relationship between an expensive computer model's parameters and its predictions. The essential idea is to use a few expensive model runs at particular parameter values (i.e., a design of experiments [1] ) to fit or train a response surface, where the surface may be a polynomial, spline, or radial basis approximation [2, 3] . The same scenario motivates statistical tools for design and analysis of computer experiments [4, 5, 1] , which use Gaussian processes to model uncertainty in the surrogate's predictions.
The cost of constructing an accurate response surface increases exponentially as the dimension of the input space increases; in approximation theory, this is the tractability problem [6, 7] , though it is colloquially referred to as the curse of dimensionality [8, Section 5.16] . Several techniques attempt to alleviate this curse-each with advantages and drawbacks for certain classes of problems; see [9] for an extensive survey. One idea is to identify unimportant input variables with global sensitivity metrics [10] and fix them at nominal values, which effectively reduces the dimension for response surface construction;
Sobol' et al. studied the effects of such coordinate-based dimension reduction on the approximation [11] . A generalization of coordinate-based dimension reduction is to identify unimportant directions-not necessarily coordinate aligned.
If the scientist can identify a few important linear combinations of inputs, then she may fit a response surface of only those linear combinations, which allows a higher degree of accuracy along important directions in the input space.
A ridge function [12] is a function of a few linear combinations of inputs that takes the form g(U T x), where x ∈ R m , U ∈ R m×n with n < m, and g : R n → R. The term ridge function is more commonly used when U is a single vector (n = 1). Pinkus calls our definition a generalized ridge function [12, Chapter 1], though Keiper uses the qualifier generalized for a model where U depends on x [13] . A ridge function is constant along directions in its domain that are orthogonal to U 's columns. To see this, let v ∈ R m be orthogonal to U 's columns; then
If U is known, then one need only construct g, which is a function of n < m variables. Thus, constructing g may require exponentially fewer model evaluations than constructing a comparably accurate response surface on all m variables.
Let f : R m → R represent the simulation model's input/output map to approximate, and let its domain be equipped with a probability function ρ : R m → R + . The function ρ may model uncertainty in the simulation's input parameters, which is a common modeling choice in uncertainty quantification [14, 15] . The ridge approximation problem may be stated as: given f and ρ, find g and U that minimize the approximation error. After a brief survey of related concepts, we define a specific ridge approximation problem in Section 2. We then study a particular U derived from f 's gradient known as the active subspace [16] . We show that, under certain conditions, the active subspace is nearly stationary-i.e., that the gradient of the objective function defining the approximation problem is bounded; see Section 3. This result motivates a heuristic for the initial subspace when fitting a ridge approximation given pairs {(x i , f (x i ))}. In Section 4, we show a simple bivariate example that exposes the limitations of the heuristic.
We then study an 18-dimensional example from an airfoil shape optimization problem where the heuristic succeeds; in particular, we demonstrate a numerical procedure for estimating the active subspace using samples of the gradient, and we show how the estimated active subspace is a superior starting point for a numerical optimization heuristic for fitting the ridge approximation.
Related concepts
There are many concepts across subfields that relate to ridge approximation. In what follows, we briefly review three of these subfields with citations that point interested readers to representative works.
Projection pursuit regression
In the context of statistical regression, Friedman and Stuetzle [17] proposed projection pursuit regression with a ridge function model:
where x i 's are samples of the predictors, y i 's are the associated responses, and ε i 's model random noise-all standard elements of statistical regression [18] .
The g k 's are smooth univariate functions (e.g., splines), and the u k 's are the directions of the ridge approximation. To fit the projection pursuit regression model, one minimizes the mean-squared error over the directions {u k } and the parameters of {g k }. Motivated by the projection pursuit regression model, Diaconis and Shahshahani [19] studied the approximation properties of nonlinear functions (g k in (2)) of linear combinations of the variables (u T k x in (2)). Huber [20] surveyed a wide class of projection pursuit approaches across an array of multivariate problems; by his terminology, ridge approximation could be called projection pursuit approximation. Chapter 11 of Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman [21] links projection pursuit regression to neural networks, which uses ridge functions with particular choices for the g k 's (e.g., the sigmoid function).
Although algorithm implementations may be similar, the statistical regression context is different from the approximation context, since there is no inherent randomness in the approximation problem.
Gaussian processes with low-rank correlation models
In Gaussian process regression [22] , the conditional mean of the Gaussian process model given data (e.g., {y i } as in (2)) is the model's prediction. This conditional mean is a linear combination of radial basis functions with centers at a set of points {x i }, where the form of the basis function is related to the Gaussian process' assumed correlation. Vivarelli and Williams [23] proposed a correlation model of the form
where U is a tall matrix. In effect, the resulting conditional mean is a function of linear combinations of the predictors, U T x-i.e., a ridge function. A maximum likelihood estimate of U is the minimizer of an optimization similar to the one we define for ridge approximation; see Section 2. Bilionis et al. [24] , use a similar approach from a Bayesian perspective in the context of uncertainty quantification, where the subspace defined by U enables powerful dimension reduction.
Ridge function recovery
Recent work in constructive approximation seeks to recover the parameters of a ridge function from point queries [25, 26, 27] . In other words, assume f (x) = g(U T x) is a ridge function; using pairs {x i , f (x i )}, one wishes to recover the components of U . Algorithms for determining U (e.g., Algorithm 2 in [25] ) are quite different than optimizing a ridge approximation over U . However, the recovery problem is similar in spirit to the ridge approximation problem.
Optimal ridge approximation
Consider a function f : R m → R that is square-integrable with respect to a given probability density function ρ :
where we assume the domain of f is the support of ρ. Given U ∈ R m×n with n < m and g : R n → R, we measure the error in the ridge approximation with the L 2 (ρ) norm,
We restrict attention to matrices U with orthonormal columns,
where I is the n × n identity matrix. For a more general matrix with full column rank, we can transform to the orthonormal column case with a thin QR factorization, where the R factor represents an invertible change of variables in g's domain.
Given U with orthonormal columns, let V be an orthogonal basis for the complement of span(U ) in R m , where span(U ) denotes the span of U 's columns.
The density function ρ(x) induces joint, marginal, and conditional densities on the subspace coordinates of span(U ) and span(V ) as follows. For y ∈ R n and z ∈ R m−n , define the following:
The conditional density enables construction of a particularly useful ridge approximation. Define the conditional average of f given subspace coordinates y,
Consider the ridge function µ(U T x, U ). By construction,
for all y such that π(y) > 0. As a consequence of Pinkus's Theorem 8.3 [12] , for fixed U , (8) implies that µ(U T x, U ) is the unique best ridge approximation in the L 2 (ρ) norm; see the discussion immediately following the theorem's statement.
The particular choice of basis U does not affect the ridge approximation µ.
In other words, we can replace U by U Q, where Q is an n×n orthogonal rotation matrix, and µ does not change. To see this, first examine the conditional density,
Next examine the definition of µ,
This implies that µ only depends on the subspace span(U ) as opposed to the particular basis. For the rest of this section, the notation U denotes an equivalence class of matrices whose columns span the same subspace. Similarly, we use V to represent an equivalence class of matrices whose columns span the orthogonal complement of span(U ) in R m .
To characterize the optimal U , we derive a differentiable cost function from
Note that, similar to µ, R only depends on span(U ) as opposed to the choice of basis. Therefore, the appropriate manifold for optimization is the Grassmann manifold-i.e., the space of n-dimensional subspaces of R m , denoted G(n, m).
Let U * be a solution to the following optimization problem:
We call U * an optimal subspace. In general, the objective function is not a convex function of U , so its minimizer may not be unique. In practice, we use numerical methods to estimate U * .
It is convenient to reformulate the optimization (12) in terms of the complement subspace span(V ). The conditional average µ in (7) is the average of f (x) over the affine subspace S(x) defined as
This space depends only on the shift U U T x and span(V )-not the choice of basis for span(V ). We can write the shift as
where I is the m × m identity matrix. Again, this shift does not depend on the choice of basis-only the subspace span(V ). Therefore, we can write µ from (7) as
Similarly, we rewrite R from (11) as
Let V * be an (m − n)-dimensional subspace that satisfies
An optimal U * that solves (12) is the orthogonal complement of a particular
Reformulating R as a function of V is convenient for studying its gradient. 
where ∂ ∂V R is the m × (m − n) matrix of partial derivatives
where v ij is the (i, j) element of V . This formula can be implemented and passed to a gradient-based nonlinear optimization routine, e.g., steepest descent or a quasi-Newton method.
A near-stationary subspace
The objective function R(V ) in (17) is, in general, not a convex function of V , so a gradient-based optimization algorithm is only guaranteed to converge to a stationary point 1 . Additionally, the cost of reaching a stationary point may depend heavily on the initial guess. We call a subspace near-stationary if we can bound the norm of the objective's gradient at that subspace.
where · F is the Frobenius norm, and∇R is the gradient on the Grassmann manifold of R from (17) .
In what follows, we show that the active subspace derived from f 's derivatives is near-stationary. The active subspace is the eigenspace of a particular symmetric, positive semidefinite matrix, and the bound A from Definition 1 is related to the matrix's eigenvalues. In statistical regression, Samarov [30] studied related matrices built from derivatives of the regression's link function, which he termed average derivative functionals; Samarov's T 1 is similar to the matrix we study. The regression case contrasts ours since we assume f and its derivatives are given, whereas the link function in regression depends on parameters to be estimated from data.
To ensure that all necessary quantities exist, we make the following assumption on f (x). Assumption 1. Given the probability density ρ :
is continuous and differentiable for all x in the support of ρ and (ii) the partial derivatives of f are continuous and square-integrable with respect to ρ,
1 Recent work suggests that the probability of terminating at a stationary point that is not a local minimizer is zero [29] .
For f that satisfies Assumption 1, define the m × m symmetric positive semidef-
where Λ is the diagonal matrix of nonnegative eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ m in decreasing order, and W is the orthogonal matrix of corresponding eigenvectors.
Assume also that λ n > λ n+1 for some n < m, and consider the partition
where Λ 1 contains the first n eigenvalues, and W 1 contains the first n eigenvectors. The active subspace [31, 16] is the span of the columns of W 1 . The eigenvalues reveal whether f is a ridge function, as seen in the following theorem. is constant along w for all x in the support of ρ.
The proof of Theorem 1 is in Appendix A. We next consider a ridge approximation constructed with the subspace span(W 1 ); the next theorem, which is Theorem 3.1 from [31] , bounds the L 2 (ρ) approximation error. The key to the following theorem is a weighted Poincaré inequality for the weight function ρ.
Edmunds and Opic [32] provide details of the Poincaré constant with weight function ρ, and Bebendorf [33] proves a Poincaré inequality for convex domains.
Chen [34] shows that the Poincaré constant is 1 when ρ is a standard normal density, and he proves a version of the Poincaré inequality for a correlated normal density. The following theorem assumes that ρ admits a Poincaré inequality.
Theorem 2. For f that satisfies Assumption 1 and ρ that admits a Poincaré inequality, define µ as in (7). Then
where C = C(ρ) is the Poincaré constant associated with the probability density function ρ.
The proof of Theorem 2 is in Section 3 of [31] and Section 4.2 of [16] . Note that if we write µ as µ(x, V ), as in (15), then the Theorem 2 holds for µ(x, W 2 ).
The next theorem shows that the active subspace is near-stationary when ρ(x)
is a standard Gaussian density and f (x) is Lipschitz continuous.
Theorem 3. Let ρ be a standard Gaussian density on R m , and assume that f satisfies Assumption 1 with ρ a Gaussian density. Additionally, assume that
(ii) λ n > λ n+1 for some n < m.
Then for R as in (17) and W 2 from (23),
where∇ denotes the gradient on G(m − n, m), and · F is the Frobenius norm.
The proof of Theorem 3 is in Appendix B. The bound's dependence on the eigenvalues implies that if f is a ridge function of n variables, then span(W 1 ) is a stationary point for the minimization (12) . We expect that the Gaussian assumption on ρ can be relaxed at the cost of a more complicated bound in (25) involving the gradient of ρ. Such an extension is beyond the scope of this manuscript.
Computational examples
Theorems 1 and 3 suggest a computational heuristic for fitting a ridge approximation. Assuming the gradient ∇f (x) can be evaluated as a subroutine (e.g., via algorithmic differentiation [35] ), consider the steps in Algorithm 1.
Constantine and Gleich [36] analyze a Monte Carlo method for estimating
C and its eigendecomposition as in step 1 of Algorithm 1. If the estimated eigenvalues do not decay appropriately to choose n in step 2, then the given f (x) may not be a good candidate for ridge approximation. It is easy to construct functions that are not amenable to ridge approximation, e.g., f (x) = x 2 or Algorithm 1 Exploiting the active subspace for ridge approximation 1. Estimate the matrix C from (22) with a numerical integration rule, and compute its eigendecomposition.
2. Choose n such that λ n > λ n+1 and λ n+1 , . . . , λ m are relatively small.
3. Use the first n estimated eigenvectors as an initial guess for numerical optimization of (12) .
any radially symmetric function; such structure would manifest as little-to-no decay in the eigenvalues. In Section 4.2, we offer a computational heuristic for step 3 of Algorithm 1 based on alternating minimization.
A simple example where the heuristic fails
The heuristic in Algorithm 1 relies on C's eigenvalues to measure the suitability of the associated eigenvectors for an initial guess when fitting a ridge approximation. We show a bivariate example where there is a large gap between the first and second eigenvalues, but the second eigenvector-though a stationary point-is far from the global minimizer of the objective function (11) . In the bivariate case, we can parameterize the rotation in the two-dimensional domain by one angle α ∈ [0, π].
Let ρ(x 1 , x 2 ) be a standard bivariate Gaussian density, and consider the bivariate function
This function has a Lipschitz constant L that is bounded by 32. The matrix C from (22) 
We estimate C with a tensor product Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with 101 points per dimension (10201 total points), which was sufficient for four digits of accuracy.
According to the heuristic in Algorithm 1, the eigenvalues Λ suggest that the vector [0, 1] T , which corresponds to α = π/2, would be a good starting point for a numerical optimization. Figure 1 This example suggests a type of function for which the heuristic is not well suited, namely, functions that oscillate rapidly along one direction and vary slowly but consistently along another. The derivative-based metrics choose the direction of oscillation as the important direction even when a ridge approximation is more accurate, in the mean-squared sense, along another direction.
A ridge approximation response surface for drag in a transonic airfoil
The following numerical example demonstrates the suitability of the heuristic in Algorithm 1 applied to a model of drag coefficient as a function of airfoil shape in a standard transonic test problem; more details on the model follow.
We emphasize that the goal of the study is to assess the quality of the gradientbased active subspaces as an initial guess for a numerical optimization method for the ridge approximation problem. It is not our goal to assess the quality of the ridge approximation; however, we do present metrics on the approximation quality for completeness.
First, we propose a computational heuristic for estimating the minimizer of (12) based on a polynomial model and alternating minimization [37] ; this corresponds to step 3 of Algorithm 1. The polynomial model plays the role of µ in the approximation error (11) . Let p N (y, θ) be a polynomial of degree N in n variables (i.e., y ∈ R n ), where θ is the vector of the polynomial's parameters (i.e., coefficients). The dimension of θ depends on the number of terms in the polynomial model, which depends on N and n. In our experiments, we use a multivariate polynomial model of total degree N , so the number of terms is N +n n [38] . This model is more general than the projection pursuit regression model (2), since it includes products of powers of the n linear combinations.
Algorithm 2 warrants several comments. We use an alternating scheme over the two sets of variables, θ and U , because of its simplicity. Alternating schemes are known to stall and/or converge very slowly relative to gradientbased approaches using all variables [39, Section 9.3] . For this reason, we do not offer specific stopping criteria in Algorithm 2. Instead, we opt for a userdefined number P of iterations, which requires more intervention from the user;
in the experiment below, we use P = 20, which was sufficient to demonstrate the efficiency of the active subspace as a starting point U 0 . Also, the gradient of the objective function in (29) is much easier to implement than R from (12) or (17), since p N (y, θ * ) is independent of U -unlike µ = µ(y, U ) from (7).
However, analyzing the ridge approximation with p N is much more difficult.
The Python codes that implement Algorithm 2 can be found at bitbucket.
Algorithm 2 Polynomial-based alternating minimization scheme for (12) Given M input/output pairs (x i , f (x i )), U 0 ∈ R m×n with orthogonal columns, polynomial degree N , and number of iterations P .
For i from 1 to P , do
Compute θ * as the solution to the least-squares problem,
3. Compute U * as the solution to the Grassmann manifold-constrained leastsquares problem,
4. Set U 0 = U * .
org/paulcon/near-stationary-subspace. We use the package Pymanopt [40] to estimate the Grassmann manifold-constrained least-squares problem in (29) with the gradient-based steepest descent method.
Relative to standard polynomial-based response surfaces, the ridge approximation can-for the same number M of function evaluations (x i , f i )-fit a higher degree polynomial along the directions that f (x) varies. In other words, with M fixed in (28), the degree N can be much larger in n variables than in m > n variables. However, if several iterations of the alternating heuristic are needed to achieve the stopping criteria, then fitting the ridge approximation may itself be costly due to the relatively expensive Grassmann-constrained minimization step. Therefore, a good initial subspace can be very advantageous, as seen in the following example.
We apply the alternating minimization heuristic to build a ridge approxima- We estimate C from (22) with Latin hypercube sampling [42] . Constantine and Gleich [36] analyzed a simple Monte Carlo method for estimating active subspaces. We first generate 20000 Latin hypercube samples {x i }, and we compute drag f (x i ) and its gradient vector ∇f (x i ) (computed via the adjoint equations in SU2) for each sample. We use all 20000 samples to compute reference values
We then select the first 100, 1000, and 10000 samples from the Latin hypercube design and estimate C with the associated subsets of {∇f (x i )}; note that the subsets of {x i } do not satisfy the Latin property of the original Latin hypercube design [43] . To verify the expected O(N −1/2 ) of the Monte Carlo scheme, we compute the following two error metrics: 
(31) Figure 3b shows the mean (black dots) and min/max range (shaded region) over these subspace distance replicates as a function of subspace dimension.
We emphasize that calculations represented by Figures 3a and 3b do not use reference values; they only include a subset of N = 1000 samples from the 20000-sample Latin hypercube design.
The bootstrap-based subspace variability estimates behave consistently with the error analysis from Gleich and Constantine [36] . In particular, a small subspace error for subspace dimension n corresponds to a large gap between eigenvalues λ n and λ n+1 ; this is consistent with well known perturbation results for invariant subspaces [46] . Constantine et al. [31] showed that errors in the active subspace have substantial impact on errors in the ridge approximation µ(W T 1 x, W 1 ) from Theorem 3. However, for an optimization-based ridge approximation from Algorithm 2, since the numerically estimated active subspace is used only as an initial guess, we expect errors in the subspace to matter little; this is supported by the following experiment. pairs (x i , f (x i ))-i.e., shape parameters and associated drag-from the 20000-sample Latin hypercube design of experiments. We ran similar experiments for the first 100, 500, 5000, and 10000 pairs-all results were qualitatively similar.
Each subfigure in Figure 4 shows the residual (29) Figure 5 , we repeat the experiment using a 10-sample estimate of C's eigenvectors; the results are remarkably similar. There is a marginally greater decrease in the residual from the initial cheap, 10-sample estimate of the active subspace relative to the 20000-sample reference value. This suggests that a cheap estimate of the active subspace may still be a better starting point than a random starting point for the ridge approximation heuristic in Algorithm 2. For this particular data set of M = 1000 runs, a marginal cost of 10 runs (with adjoint-based gradients) to compute a good initial subspace for ridge approximation is quite reasonable. The specific trade-offs for other models and data sets will depend on the relative cost of estimating the eigenvectors of C versus fitting the ridge approximation.
For completeness, we study the error in the fitted ridge approximation as the number of training samples increases, M ∈ {100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000}. We emphasize that it is not our primary goal to show that the ridge approximation model is ideal for the drag quantity of interest. To estimate error, we split the 20000-sample Latin hypercube design into a training set of maximum size 10000 and a testing set with 10000 samples. The testing error is computed as the average relative pointwise error over the testing set,
where U and θ are fitted with 20 iterations of the alternating heuristic from
Algorithm 2. Figure 6 shows the testing error as a function of the number M of training samples for each combination of N (polynomial degree) and n (number of linear combinations). Note that 100 samples is too few to fit a polynomial of degree N = 5 in n = 4 variables, so the bottom right subfigure is missing one data point relative to the other subfigures. The colors indicate the initial subspace guess in Algorithm 2: black is the first n columns of the identity matrix, blue is the average error over 10 random n-dimensional subspaces, and red is the active subspace. In most cases, the error is slightly smaller with the active subspace initial guess. However, all initial guesses lead to roughly the same testing error, which flattens after 500 training samples. Also, increasing the polynomial degree beyond N = 2 has hardly any impact on the testing error.
Increasing the number of linear combinations has a minor effect-decreasing the testing error by approximately 50% from n = 1 to n = 4.
One advantage of the ridge approximation with n = 1 or n = 2 linear combinations is the possibility of visualizing the input/output relationship with simple scatter plots. More precisely, for the data set of input/output pairs (x i , f (x i )), if U has 1 or 2 columns, then we can create scatter plots of the
In regression problems where the data set consists of predictor/response pairs from an unknown joint density, such plots are called sufficient summary plots [47] . The name sufficient is used to imply that the plots are statistically sufficient for the data set, which is a technical condition on the linear combination weights U ; for details, see Cook [47] . Since our data sets are not random in the sense of regression data (i.e., the function f (x) is deterministic), we call these plots shadow plots, since they resemble a shadow of a high-dimensional surface projected on a wall. For the n = 1 case, in-to and out-of the page represents m − 1-dimensional subspaces in the input space. Figure 7 shows the one-dimensional shadow plots of 1000 training samples and 1000 testing samples when n = 1 along with the one-dimensional polynomial ridge approximation with degree N = 5 (black line). The similarity between the plots suggests that the ridge direction U would be similar if computed from the testing samples. The plot can be used to assess the quality of the one-dimensional ridge approximation. By visual inspection, the error in the one-dimensional ridge approximation may be up to roughly 25% for this problem, and this is consist with the top row of plots in Figure 6 . Although this error may be unacceptably large for pointwise approximation purposes (e.g., response surface-based optimization or uncertainty quantification), the plot reveals a globally monotonic trend in drag as a function of the shape parameters over the parameter space. Such insight may be exploited when designing an airfoil for drag. Moreover, the plot may assist in determining the set of shapes that produce sufficiently small drag for a constrained optimization; Constantine et al. [48] use a similar approach for quantifying uncertainty in a scramjet model. 
Summary and conclusions
Motivated by response surface construction for expensive computational models with several input parameters, we study ridge approximation for functions of several variables. A ridge function is constant along a set of directions in its domain, and the approximation problem is to find (i) optimal directions and (ii) an optimal function of the linear combinations of variables. For a fixed set of directions, the best approximation in the mean-squared sense is a particular conditional average. We define an optimal subspace as one that minimizes a mean-squared cost function over the Grassmann manifold of subspaces. We then prove that a particular subspace-the active subspace defined by the function's gradient-is a near-stationary point for an optimization defining the optimal subspace. We offer a heuristic to exploit this fact when fitting a ridge approximation. Our first numerical example shows a simple case where this heuristic fails; this case reveals a type of function for which the heuristic is ill-suited, namely, functions that oscillate rapidly along one direction while varying slowly but consistently along another. Our second numerical example demonstrates this heuristic's success with a polynomial-based alternating scheme to fit a ridge approximation applied to an aerospace design model with 18 parameters. The alternating scheme with the active subspace as the initial guess outperforms the same scheme with random initial subspaces. Given the prevalence of anisotropic parameter dependence in most complex physical simulations, we expect that ridge functions are appropriate forms for response surfaces approximations. The analyses and heuristics we present advance the state-of-the-art in ridge approximations.
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1
Let w ∈ R m be in the null space of C from (22), i.e., Cw = 0. Then
The integrand is the squared directional derivative of f along w. Since the squared quantity is non-negative, its average equalling zero-combined with continuity of f from Assumption 1-implies that the directional derivative w T ∇f (x) is zero for all x in the support of ρ. Therefore, f is constant along w.
Now assume that f is constant along w in the support of ρ. Then w T ∇f (x) = 0 for all such x. Then
which implies that w is in the null space of C, since C is positive semidefinite.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3
For R = R(V ) from (17) , consider the gradient of R on the Grassmann manifold
Let µ ij be the (i, j) element of∇µ, with i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , m − n.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz, we can bound 
where ∂ ∂V µ is the m × (m − n) matrix of partial derivatives of µ with respect to the elements of V . For Gaussian ρ, the conditional density
is independent of V . Therefore,
Next we examine the gradient of f with respect to the elements of V . For notation, define s as
Let v ij be the (i, j) element of V , and compute the derivative,
The derivative of s is
where e i is the ith column of the m × m identity matrix, v j is the jth column of V , x i is the ith component of x, and z j is the jth component of z. Then
where f i is the ith component of the gradient vector ∇f . Putting i's and j's together,
Then, for f = f (s), π = π(z), and ∇f = ∇f (s),
where
By the Lipschitz continuity of f , g ≤ L. Then we can bound the norm of Grassmann gradient of µ as
(B.14)
Therefore,
Combining this with (B.3), we have 
